IMPORTANT CAUTION NOTICE

National Skill Development Corporation ("NSDC") wishes to bring to the attention of public at large and our affiliated training partners in specific the following important note of caution:

1. NSDC has not authorized, appointed or hired any person, agency, organisation or any other intermediary for the purpose of preparation, presentment or submission of proposals to NSDC or to act in any manner for purpose of facilitating or providing any service to the prospective applicants for taking such affiliation from NSDC or becoming NSDC Training Partner.

2. NSDC warns and cautions general public and its affiliated training partners against falling prey to acts of misrepresentation, fraud by touts, brokers, agents claiming to be authorized to act on behalf of NSDC in any manner whatsoever for facilitating credit related services, disbursement or processing of payment under any scheme or program undertaken by NSDC.

3. Public at large is reminded that NSDC follows standard processes involving detailed guidelines and extensive due diligence for the affiliation of the training partner. The details of such processes, guidelines, forms etc. (including fee charged by NSDC which is accepted always in the name of “National Skill Development Corporation”) are available on NSDC website – “www.nsdcindia.org”. Such details and information are also available and provided at NSDC office, located at 301, 3rd Floor, West Wing, Worldmark 1, Aerocity, New Delhi - 110037.

4. If you believe that you have been a victim of any fraud committed by any third party falsely representing having any authority from NSDC or its association with NSDC for facilitating in any manner for taking NSDC partnership or processing of any payment from NSDC, you are requested to approach the law enforcement agencies immediately.